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Abstrat. In this paper I establish a link between kl-one-based know-

ledge representation onerned with terminologial representation and

the work of P. Suppes (1976, 1979, 1981) and M. B�ottner (1985, 1989)

in omputational linguistis. I show how this link an be utilised for

the problem of �nding adequate terminologial representations for given

information formulated in ordinary English.

1 Introdution

kl-one (Brahman and Shmolze 1985) is a knowledge representation system

that R. J. Brahman started developing in the mid-seventies. kl-one has many

variants. Examples are krypton (Brahman, Gilbert and Levesque 1985), nikl

(Shmolze and Mark 1991), loom (MaGregor 1991), bak (Nebel and von Luk

1988), lassi (Borgida, Brahman, MGuinness and Resnik 1989) and KRIS

(Baader and Hollunder 1991). Early researh foussed on providing formal syn-

tati and semanti de�nitions for the di�erent systems (in aordane with the

ritiism of Woods (1975), Hayes (1977) and MDermott (1978)). This led to the

disovery that inferene in nikl (Patel-Shneider 1989) and kl-one (Shmidt-

Shau� 1989) is undeidable. The debate on the tradeo� between tratability

of inferene and expressiveness of language in, e.g., Levesque and Brahman

(1987) and Doyle and Patil (1991) initiated the analysis of the omputational

omplexity of the family of attributive onept desription languages, also alled

AL-languages. The investigations of Shmidt-Shau� and Smolka (1991), Donini,

Lenzerini, Nardi and Nutt (1991) and also Nebel (1988), among others, give some

indiation on the e�et that inluding di�erent syntati operators in a represen-

tation language has on the omputational ost of inferene. These investigations

show that tratability an only be ahieved at the ost of onsiderably reduing

the expressiveness of the representation language. However, expressively lim-

ited systems don't seem to be very useful in pratie. Aording to Doyle and

Patil (1991) and Shmolze and Mark (1991) users tend to �nd expressive but

intratable systems more useful than systems that are tratable but expressively

impoverished. Espeially Doyle and Patil (1991) argue against the bias towards

omputational tratability. Instead they argue in favour of expressiveness of lan-

guage. After all, usually a domain of appliation is spei�ed in ordinary natural

language. And natural language is expressively very powerful.



Reeting on the history of knowledge representation and disussion future

diretions in researh Brahman (1990) notes that natural language spei� is-

sues have reeived less attention than they should have. He says (p. 1091):

It would not hurt at this point to go bak and spend some time thinking

about the relation of KR [knowledge representation℄ to natural language,

for example|after all, that was in part responsible for the birth of the

�eld in the �rst plae.

In this paper I do just that. I relate terminologial representation to natural

language and show how the work of P. Suppes (1976, 1979, 1981) and M. B�ottner

(1985, 1989) in omputational linguistis an be utilised.

The setting of my disussion is an algebrai one. In Brink and Shmidt (1992),

Shmidt (1991) and Brink, Britz and Shmidt (1992) we showed that termino-

logial representation languages an be interpreted algebraially. The algebras

we use are Tarski's (1941) relation algebras, Brink's (1981) Boolean modules and

new algebras alled Peire algebras. These algebras are losely related to the al-

gebras Suppes (1976) uses in his semanti analysis of a fragment of the English

language. Suppes presents a system for translating natural language phrases and

sentenes as relation algebrai expressions. As these an be assoiated with ter-

minologial expressions I propose that the work of Suppes and also B�ottner be

taken as a formal basis for �nding adequate terminologial representations for

domain information formulated in English, and vie versa, for �nding the English

formulations for terminologial expressions.

In Setion 2 I give a brief aount of the relation algebrai semantis of ter-

minologial representation languages as presented in Brink and Shmidt (1992),

Brink et al. (1992) and Shmidt (1991). In Setion 3 I outline the relation alge-

brai analysis of the English language by Suppes (1976, 1979, 1981) and B�ottner

(1985, 1989). And in Setion 4 I show by way of examples how their analysis is

relevant to terminologial representation.

2 Terminologial Representation and Relation Algebra

kl-one-based knowledge representation systems have two omponents: a TBox

and an ABox. Eah omponent has its own representation language and infer-

ene system. Terminologial representation is onerned with the TBox whih

ontains information de�ned as interrelationships among onepts or roles. Con-

epts are interpreted as sets and roles as binary relations. In this paper I denote

onepts by C and D and roles by R and S. The ABox ontains assertional

representations. It ontains information about elements of onepts and roles.

The di�erent terminologial representation languages distinguish themselves

by the syntati operators they provide for onstruting omplex onept and

role desriptions. In olumn one of Figure 1 I list a subset of operators available

in the language U of Patel-Shneider (1987) and the language KL of Woods

and Shmolze (1992). These are very expressive terminologial languages. Most

terminologial languages like the AL-languages provide only a seletion of these

operators.



Fig. 1. Algebrai Semantis for terminologial onstruts

Set-theoreti operations

Conept-forming operators on onepts

(modelled in Boolean algebra)

Top onept > Universe of interpretation U

Bottom onept ? Empty set ;

Conjuntion (and C D) Intersetion C \ D

Disjuntion (or C D) Union C [ D

Negation (not C) Complement C

0

Relation-theoreti operations

Role-forming operators on roles

(modelled in relation algebra)

Top role r Universal relation U

2

Bottom role � Empty relation ;

Role onjuntion (and R S) Intersetion R \ S

Role disjuntion (or R S) Union R [ S

Role negation (not R) Complement R

0

Identity role self Identity relation Id

Inversion (inverse R) Converse R

^

Composition (ompose R S) Relational omposition R ;S

Set-forming operations on relations

Conept-forming operators on roles

(modelled in Boolean modules)

Existential restrition (some R C) Peire produt R :C

Universal restrition (all R C) Involution (R :C

0

)

0

Relation-forming operations on sets

Role-forming operators on onepts

(modelled in Peire algebra)

Role restrition (restrit R C) Range restrition R C

Conepts an be interrelated by the subsumption relation. Subsumption is

interpreted as the subset relation (or, depending on the point of view as the

superset relation). I write C v D if C is subsumed by D. Conepts an also be

de�ned to be equivalent or disjoint. Two onepts C and D are said to equiva-

lent, written C

:

= D, if they mutually subsume eah other. Disjoint onepts

C and D, spei�ed with (disjoint C D), are interpreted as disjoint sets. Interre-

lating onepts by subsumption, equivalene and disjointness is often limited in

some way. The left hand side of a subsumption or equivalene spei�ation is

ommonly restrited to be a primitive onept, that is, a onept not de�ned as

a ompound onept term. Also, usually only primitive onepts an be de�ned

to be disjoint. For roles subsumption, equivalene and disjointness are de�ned

similarly.



I now disuss the algebrai semantis. An interpretation of a terminologial

representation language is given as usual by a pair (U; �

I

). U is the domain of

interpretation and �

I

is the interpretation funtion, mapping any onept C to

a subset of U (i.e., to an element in 2

U

, the powerset of U) and any role to a

binary relation over U (i.e., to an element in 2

U

2

). I abbreviate C

I

and R

I

by C

and R, respetively. Now, instead of de�ning the meaning of the terminologial

operators model-theoretially (in terms of �rst-order logi), as it is usually done,

Brink and Shmidt (1992) and Brink et al. (1992) show that the semantis an be

equivalently de�ned in terms of algebrai operations. The alternative algebrai

semantis is given in the seond olumn of Figure 1 in whih eah terminologial

operator is assoiated with a set-theoreti operation. The Figure is subdivided

aording to the di�erent kinds of operators with whih new onepts and roles

arise from primitive ones:

Conept-forming operators on onepts: These inlude the designated on-

epts top and bottom (here regarded as nullary operators) and the onjuntion,

disjuntion, and negation operators. Eah is assoiated with a set-theoreti on-

stant or operation. Namely, the top onept with the domain of interpretation

U , the bottom onept with the empty set ;, onjuntion with intersetion \,

disjuntion with union [ and negation with omplementation

0

taken with re-

spet to U . Just as the set-theoreti operations are haraterised in Boolean

algebras, their orresponding terminologial operators are also haraterised in

Boolean algebras. For the set of onepts is partially ordered with respet to

the subsumption relation in a onept taxonomy. If eah pair of onepts has a

meet and a join (that is, both their onjuntion and disjuntion exist) the on-

ept taxonomy forms a lattie. It forms a Boolean algebra if eah onept has a

omplement (that is, the negation exists) and meet and join distribute over eah

other.

The onjuntion operator is available in most terminologial systems. But few

terminologial representation systems provide also the disjuntion and negation

operators.

Role-forming operators on roles: Even fewer terminologial representation

languages provide onjuntion, disjuntion and negation also for roles. As for

onepts the Boolean operators on roles are interpreted by their Boolean oun-

terparts, this time applied to binary relations. Other operators on roles forming

new roles are inverse and omposition. For these, the respetive relation-theoreti

ounterparts are the onverse relation (denoted

^

) and relational omposition

(denoted ; ). Given two binary relations R and S the onverse of R is de�ned

by

(1) R

^

= f(x; y) j (y; x) 2 Rg

and the omposition of R and S is given by

(2) R ;S = f(x; y) j (9z)[(x; z) 2 R & (z; y) 2 S℄g :

The designated role self has the identity relation Id over U as relation-theoreti

ounterpart. The haraterising algebra for binary relations interating in this



way is Tarski's (1941) relation algebra. A relation algebra is a Boolean algebra

endowed with a nullary operation (the identity), a unary operation (the onverse

operation) and a binary operation (the omposition) satisfying ertain equatio-

nal axioms. A formal de�nition of relation algebra an be found in introdutory

material by J�onsson (1982) and Maddux (1991a, 1991b). Relation algebras pro-

vide then also a haraterisation of role-forming operators on roles.

Conept-forming operators on roles: New onepts also arise through in-

terations with roles. The ommonly available operators of this kind are existen-

tial restrition some and universal restrition all. (Commonly used alternative

notations for (some R C) and (all R C) are 9R :C and 8R :C, respetively.) These

operators have algebrai versions as well. The algebrai version of the some op-

erator is the Peire produt (denoted : ). Applied to a relation R and a set C

the Peire produt yields the set

(3) R :C = fx j (9y)[(x; y) 2 R & y 2 C℄g :

The algebrai version of the all operator is a variant of Peire produt (alled

involution). Namely:

(4) (R :C

0

)

0

= fx j (8y)[(x; y) 2 R) y 2 C℄g :

Algebras that axiomatise the Peire produt are Boolean modules. A Boolean

module is a two-sorted algebra of a Boolean algebra and a relation algebra en-

dowed with an operation (orresponding to Peire produt) from the relation

algebra to the Boolean algebra satisfying ertain equational axioms. A formal

de�nition an be found in Brink (1981) where Boolean modules are introdued.

This ontext also provides an algebrai haraterisation for the some and the all

operator. Other onept-forming operators on roles that an be aommodated

in Boolean modules are role value maps and strutural desriptions. For more

details, see Brink et al. (1992) and Shmidt (1991).

Role-forming operators on onepts: Conepts and roles an also be om-

bined to form new roles. An example of suh a ombination is role restrition. Its

algebrai version is range restrition (denoted  ). The restrition of a relation

R to a range C is given by:

(5) R C = f(x; y) j (x; y) 2 R & y 2 Cg :

Algebras formalising this kind of interation, in partiular, range restrition and

also role restrition, are Peire algebras whih are introdued in Brink et al.

(1992). A Peire algebra is a Boolean module with an additional operation from

the Boolean algebra to the relation algebra satisfying ertain equational axioms.

Other terminologial operators that an be aommodated in this ontext are

the operators domain and range of KL (Woods and Shmolze 1992).

The orresponding relationships to the subsumption ( v ) and the equiva-

lene (

:

= ) relations for onepts (respetively for roles) are inlusion and equal-

ity in Boolean algebra (respetively in relation algebra). Disjointness orresponds

to an inequality of a meet with the zero element (interpreted as the empty set)



of the relevant algebra.

3 Natural Language and Relation Algebra

In (1976) and other papers (1973, 1979, 1981) Suppes aims at a systemati

analysis of the model-theoreti semantis of fragments of natural language. In

Suppes (1979, p. 49) he says:

The entral idea is that the syntax of �rst-order logi is too far removed

from that of any natural language, to use it in a sensitive analysis of the

meaning of ordinary utteranes.

Instead he proposes an algebrai approah, using so-alled extended relation al-

gebras. An extended relation algebra E(U) over a domain U (a non-empty set),

is a subset of 2

U

[2

U

2

losed under the operations of union, omplementation,

onverse, relational omposition, image and domain restrition. Complementa-

tion of sets is taken with respet to U and omplementation of relations with

respet to U

2

. The image of a relation R from a set C is the set

(6) R "C = fy j (9x)[(x; y) 2 R & x 2 C℄g ;

or equivalently, R

^

:C. The domain restrition of a relation R to a set C is

given by R

^

C. Extended relation algebras are of model-theoreti nature. As

both image and domain restrition an be expressed with Peire produt and

range restrition extended relation algebras provide standard models for Peire

algebras.

With extended relation algebras Suppes haraterises the semantis of En-

glish language sentenes and phrases. The syntax of natural language is de�ned

by a phrase struture grammar G. A grammar is spei�ed in terms of a set of

prodution rules like, for example:

(7) (i) S �! NP+VP

(ii) VP �! TV+NP

(iii) NP �! Adj + N

(iv) NP �! PN.

The symbols S, NP, VP, TV, Adj, N and PN denote `start symbol', `noun phrase',

`verb phrase', `transitive verb', `adjetive', `noun' and `proper noun', respetively.

Aordingly the syntati struture of the phrase male vegetarian and the sen-

tene John loves Mary are represented by the respetive syntati derivation

trees of Figures 2.

Suppes de�nes the semantis in two steps. First, he extends the grammar G

to a so-alled (potentially) denoting grammar. This is done by assoiating eah

prodution rule of G with a semanti funtion. The denoting grammar then

determines the meaning of phrases and sentenes. For example, the semantis

of the phrase male vegetarian and the sentene John loves Mary are determined

by the following semanti assoiations of the above prodution rules.



Fig. 2. Grammatial derivation trees for male vegetarian and John loves Mary
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(8) Lexial Prodution Rule Semanti Assoiation

(i) S �! NP+VP [NP℄ � [VP℄

(ii) VP �! TV +NP [TV℄ : [NP℄

(iii) NP �! Adj + N [Adj℄ \ [N℄

(iv) NP �! PN [PN℄

The square brakets indiate the interpretation funtion. If the adjetive male

is interpreted as the set of male people and the noun vegetarian as the set of

vegetarians, the intersetion [male℄ \ [vegetarian℄ de�nes the meaning of male

vegetarian. This an also be read o� at the root of the annotated grammati

derivation tree for male vegetarians in Figure 3. This tree is alled a semanti

tree. It is derived from the syntati derivation tree by annotating eah node with

the appropriate semanti assignment. Aording to (8) (ii) the verb phrase loves

Mary is interpreted as the set of lovers of Mary, given by the Peire produt

[love℄ : [Mary℄. The interpretation [love℄ of loves is a binary relation and the

interpretation [Mary℄ of Mary is a singleton set. (In (ii) Suppes atually uses

a variant of the image operation, whih oinides with Peire produt.) The

semantis of the sentene John loves Mary is therefore given by:

(9) [John℄ � [love℄ : [Mary℄.

It is also given by the relevant semanti tree in Figure 3. This illustrates how

meaning is assigned to a phrase or sentene by onverting its grammati de�ni-

tion, viewed as a grammati derivation tree, to a semanti de�nition, viewed as

a semanti tree, via the denotational assignments to the prodution rules whih

determine the syntax of the phrase or sentene.

In the seond step a model struture (U; v) is de�ned for the phrase struture

grammar G. U is any non-empty set regarded as the domain or universe and

v, alled a valuation, is a (partial) funtion from the voabulary of terminal

symbols in G to the extended relation algebra E(U). That is, v maps terminal

symbols to either sets in 2

U

or binary relations in 2

U

2

. As we have seen in the

two examples above, nouns and adjetives are mapped to subsets of U , with

proper nouns being mapped to singleton sets, and (transitive) verbs are mapped



Fig. 3. Semanti trees for male vegetarian and John loves Mary
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S: [John℄ � [love℄ : [Mary℄

to binary relations.

This algebrai approah has the advantage that it is free of variables and

quanti�ers over variables. Consequently, aording to Suppes (1981, p. 405)

the analysis of the semantis of natural language fragments an be arried out

diretly in English, avoiding the translation into another language (e.g., into

the �rst-order language). Furthermore, it allows the development of a syntati

derivation system for diret inferene in the English language. I won't elaborate

on this system, but see Suppes (1981).

Sine Suppes and B�ottner translate English language phrases and sentenes

as algebrai expressions whih, as is evident from Setion 2, an be assoiated

with terminologial expressions, their work is relevant to the problem of �nding

adequate terminologial representations for information formulated in English

and vie versa, for �nding English translations for terminologial expressions.

In (1976, 1981) Suppes also demonstrates how phrases and sentenes with

quanti�er words (suh as all, some and no) in objet and subjet position are

interpreted in the framework of extended relation algebras. For example, the

following verb phrases

(10) Verb phrase Algebrai interpretation

(i) eat all fruit ([eat℄

0

: [fruit℄)

0

(ii) eat (some) fruit [eat℄ : [fruit℄

(iii) eat no fruit ([eat℄ : [fruit℄)

0

are interpreted by variants of the image operation, here appropriately translated

as variants of Peire produt. When eah of these verb phrases is ombined with

quanti�ed subjets the semantis of the resulting sentenes is of the form similar



to that of the sentenes

(11) Sentene Algebrai interpretation

(i) Some persons eat (some) fruit [persons℄ \ [eat℄ : [fruit℄ 6= ;

(ii) All persons eat (some) fruit [persons℄ � [eat℄ : [fruit℄

(iii) No person eats (some) fruit [persons℄ \ [eat℄ : [fruit℄ = ;

This gives rise to nine forms of quanti�ed sentenes. In (1979) Suppes investigates

the algebrai interpretation of negation in verb phrases. The meaning of negated

verb phrase like do not eat (some) fruit is ambiguous and depends on whih

word is stressed. For example, if the word eat is stressed the interpretation is

[eat℄

0

: [fruit℄. Or, if the word not is stressed it is ([eat℄ : [fruit℄)

0

. In (1981) Suppes

also de�nes the semantis of sentenes that begin with a demonstrative verb,

e.g., there as in There are some birds and There are no birds, and of sentenes in

whih a noun is modi�ed by a relative lause as in Triangles that over squares

that are projetions are isoseles.

Of partiular interest to terminologial representation (in partiular to the

interpretation of the all onstrut) is the semantis of phrases of the form

(12) eat only fruit.

B�ottner (1985) interprets this phrase by [eat℄ : [fruit℄ � [eat℄ : [fruit℄

0

, or equiva-

lently,

(13) [eat℄ : [fruit℄ \ ([eat℄ : [fruit℄

0

)

0

.

As B�ottner pointed out in (1990), ([eat℄ : [fruit℄

0

)

0

alone inadequately interprets

(12). If eat only fruit were to be interpreted as ([eat℄ : [fruit℄

0

)

0

one would not be

able to dedue that persons who eat only fruit are also persons who eat (some)

fruit, sine in general

(14) ([eat℄ : [fruit℄

0

)

0

6� [eat℄ : [fruit℄.

For suppose [fruit℄ is empty. Then [eat℄ : [fruit℄ is empty, but ([eat℄ : [fruit℄

0

)

0

is

not neessarily empty, sine ([eat℄ : ;

0

)

0

= ([eat℄ :U)

0

= (dom([eat℄))

0

. (For R a

relation, dom(R) denotes the domain of R.) We an show the following:

(15) ([eat℄ : [fruit℄

0

)

0

� [eat℄ : [fruit℄ i� dom([eat℄) = U:

But to deree that the domain of eah relation must be the entire universe of

disourse does not seem feasible. For example, we would not want to inlude

the instanes of [fruit℄ in the domain of [eat℄. However the interpretation (13)

suggested by B�ottner is ontained in [eat℄ : [fruit℄, ensuring that persons eating

only fruit also eat some fruit.

In the paper (1985) B�ottner not only analyses the semantis of sentenes like

John loves only Mary with only in objet position, but also of sentenes like

Only John loves Mary and also like All boys exept John love Mary. In other

papers (1989, 1992) he investigates the algebrai interpretation of anaphori

expressions and English imperatives. Examples of anaphori expressions are John

loves himself, John and Mary like eah other and John likes his toys. In his most



reent work (1991) he also aommodates sentenes with verbs in passive form,

whih he interprets as onverse relations.

4 Terminologial Representation and Natural Language

Finding adequate terminologial representations for the fragment of the English

language Suppes and B�ottner aommodate in the relation algebrai framework

is now straightforward. Words and phrases that Suppes interprets as sets an

be represented as onepts. And those he interprets as binary relations an be

represented as roles. Take for example the phrase male vegetarians. Aording

to Figure 3 its algebrai representation is [male℄ \ [vegetarian℄ whih aording

to Figure 1 translates to (and male vegetarian) with male and vegetarian denoting

onepts respetively representing the set of males and the set of vegetarians.

As subset relations orrespond to subsumption relations and Peire produt

orresponds to a some term, a terminologial representation of the sentene John

loves Mary as interpreted in (9) is

(16) John v (some love Mary).

Reall that proper nouns are mapped to singleton sets. Aordingly, John and

Mary denote onepts interpreted as singleton sets. As an aside, (9) an also be

represented as an ABox statement. Namely:

(17) (assert-ind John Mary love).

This representation is equivalent to the terminologial representation in (16).

Here, John and Mary denote ABox elements, that is, elements of onepts. In

general, an assertional statement of the form (assert-ind a b R) is interpreted as

(a; b) 2 R, where a; b 2 U are the interpretations of the ABox elements a and b.

Terminologial formulations for the quanti�ed verb phrases in (10) are:

(18) Verb phrase Terminologial representation

(i) eat all fruit (not (some (not eat) fruit))

(ii) eat (some) fruit (some eat fruit)

(iii) eat no fruit (not (some eat fruit))

Observe that the algebrai interpretation (10) (i) of verb phrases quanti�ed with

all is not the variant (4) of Peire produt that is assoiated with the all operator.

For representing verb phrase of this form we need a representation language that

provides for roles to be negated. With the exeption of the languages U and

KL most terminologial languages (inluding ALC, bak, lassi and KRIS)

don't.

The all onstrut is useful for representing verb phrases suh as eat only fruit.

Aording to the semantis given in (13) a linguistially adequate terminologial

representation is the onjuntion:

(19) (and (some eat fruit) (all eat fruit)).



Quanti�ed sentenes like those in (11) an be formulated as subsumption,

equivalene and disjointness relations on onepts. The terminologial represen-

tations for (11) are:

(20) Sentene Terminologial representation

(i) Some persons eat (some) fruit (and persons (some eat fruit)) 6

:

= ?

(ii) All persons eat (some) fruit persons v (some eat fruit)

(iii) No person eats (some) fruit (disjoint persons (some eat fruit))

The inequality in (i) is stritly speaking not a well-formed terminologial de�ni-

tion. However, for any onept C, C 6

:

= ? is semantially equivalent to

(21) (some r C)

:

= >.

This follows as for any set C the following is true: C 6= ; i� U

2

:C = U . Hene

we may use the inequality of (20) (i) as an abbreviation for

(22) (some r (and persons (some eat fruit)))

:

= >.

The work of Suppes and B�ottner an also be utilised to provide valuable

assistane for the reverse translation proess from given terminologial expres-

sions (formulated with those operators that have algebrai assoiations), into

their English formulations. For example, given the terminologial statement

(23) (disjoint boys (not (some love girls)))

its algebrai representation is

(24) [boys℄ \ ([love℄ : [girls℄)

0

= ;

whih translates to No boy loves no girls aording to Suppes' denoting gram-

mar. Note that there are algebrai representations without orresponding natu-

ral language formulations. Examples are algebrai representations of the form

[noun℄

0

and [verb℄ : [noun℄

0

. Thus, not every terminologial expression has a En-

glish translation in the fragment analysed by Suppes and B�ottner.

Nevertheless, I believe the work of Suppes and B�ottner provides a useful

link between natural language and terminologial representation. Their work

provides a formal basis for simplifying the translation proess between represen-

tational expressions and natural language. It shows the extent to whih English

formulations an be expressed with the set of terminologial operators listed in

Setion 2. And it ontributes to a better understanding of the di�erent termino-

logial operators. For example, from a linguisti point of view the all onstrut

is often used inorretly. Here is a typial example from the literature. In Patel-

Shneider (1990, p. 14) the term

(25) (and person (all hild lawyer))

is said to de�ne `the lass of people whose hildren are all lawyers'. This desrip-

tion is ambiguous. People whose hildren are all lawyers ould refer to people

who are parents of all lawyers, that is, people who for eah person who is a lawyer

are parents of that person. Or it ould refer to people who are parents only of



lawyers. The intended meaning is the latter. But aording to B�ottner, the re-

presentation (25) is not adequate. See the disussion on the semantis of eat only

fruit in Setion 3 aording to whih a linguistially adequate representation of

the set of `people who are parents only of lawyers' is

(26) (and person (some parent lawyer) (all parent lawyer)).

Note that the assumed reading of the role hild in (25) is di�erent from the

reading I assume in this paper. In (25) hild represents the relation `has as hild'

(and not `is a hild of') whereas in (26) parent represents `is a parent of'.

I onlude with some loose observations. First, I believe the translation pro-

esses from natural language statements of the kind aommodated in the alge-

brai ontext to terminologial representations ould be automated. I envisage

an implementation with three omponents. Given some natural language expres-

sion one omponent omputes the syntati struture (in the form of a syntati

derivation tree, for example) in aordane with a phrase-struture grammar.

The seond omponent then onstruts the semanti representation (in the form

of a semanti tree, for example) thus deriving the algebrai representation. And

in the third omponent the algebrai representation is transformed into a ter-

minologial representation. Of ourse, as natural language is ambiguous the de-

rived terminologial representations needn't be unique. Negated verb phrases,

for example, have more than one possible representation. The reverse proess of

generating the English language formulations for terminologial representations

would proeed in the opposite diretion. Note however, as not every terminolo-

gial expression has a natural English language formulation this proess will be

inomplete.

Seond, the fragments of the English language representable in the represen-

tation languages U and KL are supersets of that fragment representable in the

algebrai language. In U and KL we an also de�ne number restritions of the

form John loves at least 3 girls, John loves at most 2 girls and John loves exatly

1 girl. These have no relation-algebrai representations.

Third, in (1981) Suppes proposes a natural dedution alulus for `diret

inferene in English'. Whether terminologial reasoners exist that may be used

for this purpose requires further investigation. Systems with expressive termi-

nologial languages like U and KL are andidates. However, to my knowledge

neither U nor KL are implemented in a knowledge representation system. Infer-

ene in suh a system would be undeidable. Shild (1988) showed that there is

no algorithm for deiding whether a subsumption relationship of U is true.

Fourth, the work of Suppes and B�ottner may also be relevant in other areas

besides kl-one-based knowledge representation. There is a link to the work of

MAllester and Givan (1989) and Givan, MAllester and Shalaby (1991) who

(similar to Suppes (1981)) aim at the development of a formalism for diret

inferene in natural language. Their representation language is related to the

language of Montague (1974) and provides separate operators for quanti�ation

of the kind in (10) (i).

Finally, I want to stress that not every linguisti phenomenon an be hara-

terised in the algebrai framework. This was not Suppes' intention. His intention



was to analyse the extent to whih natural language an be aomodated in the

ontext of (extended) relation algebra. As there is a diret link between relation

algebra and terminologial representation Suppes' and B�ottner's investigations

also ast some light on the extent to whih natural language an be aomodated

in the ontext of terminologial representation formalisms.
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